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New York Times bestselling novelist Jennifer Crusie combines fast-paced banter, sexy situations, and unforgettable

characters in this delightful romance about two reluctant lovers who couldn’t be more wrong about being right for

each other.

 

TRUST ME ON THIS

 

Dennie Banks is an investigative reporter chasing down the biggest story of her career. Alec Prentice is a government

agent working undercover to catch an elusive grifter. When they meet by accident, it’s a case of mistaken identities

at first sight. What they don’t mistake is the instant attraction they have for each other, an attraction they’ll do

everything in their power to resist—because Dennie thinks that Alec is running interference for her interview

subject, and Alec suspects that Dennie is linked to his swindler. As the confusion grows, so do their feelings for each

other, and what begins as a romantic comedy of errors may just end in the love affair of a lifetime.

From the Paperback edition.
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Jennifer Crusie believes there is a difference between male and female humor: male humor is slapstick and often

pokes fun at people (like Three Stooges); female humor is derived from the relationship of things or people to one
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another, such as in a Seinfeld episode on television. A case of mistaken identities is the perfect soil for Crusie's

"female" humor in Trust Me on This. Dennie Banks is a serious reporter, hot on a story, not a con man's moll. Alec

Prentice is a clever, undercover agent, not a dumb male chauvinist hunk. Dennie and Alec can't quite read each other

because they have ulterior motives. Thank goodness their hormones keep getting in the way. Eventually they are

going to get to know each other, whether they want to or not.

Product DescriptionProduct Description

New York Times bestselling novelist Jennifer Crusie combines fast-paced banter, sexy situations, and unforgettable

characters in this delightful romance about two reluctant lovers who couldn’t be more wrong about being right for

each other.

 

TRUST ME ON THIS

 

Dennie Banks is an investigative reporter chasing down the biggest story of her career. Alec Prentice is a government

agent working undercover to catch an elusive grifter. When they meet by accident, it’s a case of mistaken identities

at first sight. What they don’t mistake is the instant attraction they have for each other, an attraction they’ll do

everything in their power to resist—because Dennie thinks that Alec is running interference for her interview

subject, and Alec suspects that Dennie is linked to his swindler. As the confusion grows, so do their feelings for each

other, and what begins as a romantic comedy of errors may just end in the love affair of a lifetime.

From the Paperback edition.
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